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Much research has been conducted on anomaly detection by wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The existing WSNs
require specialized knowledge and skills to install the sensors in environments such as houses and buildings. Therefore,
we have developed a flexible WSN based on small sensor devices that can be easily installed. The users only need to
place these sensors at the locations where they want to sense and to provide some information to the server through a
web page. Then, these small sensor devices automatically create wireless networks, start communicating with the
central server for logging continuous data, and show anomalies by using inference based on a basic Bayesian Network.
However, a serious problem is that a large amount of noise data prevents correct inferences. Therefore, in this paper,
we propose a method for reducing noise data based on location sampling of real human movements. Our experimental
results show that our method is effective in increasing the inference accuracy for detecting anomaly data.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, M2M, Bayesian Network, Anomaly Detection

1. Introduction
In recent years, the fastest-growing information terminal
devices are represented by the smartphone. Due to the
dramatic progress made in compact communication
modules and various sensors, smart phones are now sold at
prices that make typical consumers feel free to buy them.
In addition, a great deal of research has been conducted on
anomaly detection by wireless sensor networks (WSNs).
The existing WSNs require specialized knowledge and
skills to install sensors in environments such as houses and
buildings. This technology has also created services that
allow users to view and share sensing data acquired by the
sensor network, which may be installed around the world.
Such services might include, for example, detection of sea

surface temperature and the status of tidal flows. Various
sensing products are being steadily developed and
implemented in systems to care for the health of senior
citizens. However, these products are usually expensive,
and their installation by the user is very difficult. In this
research, we developed a wireless sensor network system
that offers easy installation and easy operation [1]. Our
preliminary experiments demonstrate that our system can
find anomalous sensing information without any difficult
installation procedures. Consequently, these small sensor
devices can automatically create wireless networks, start
communicating with the central server for logging
continuous data, and show anomalies by using inference
based on a basic Bayesian Network. A problem arises
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when much noise data prevent correct inferences.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method for reducing
noise data based on location sampling of real human
movements. Our experimental results show that our
method is effective for raising the accuracy of inference in
detecting anomaly data. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 introduces previous studies and the
relative position of our research. Section 3 presents
configuration of test demonstration and knowledge.
Section 4 describes the configuration of our test
demonstration. Section 5 presents an anomaly detection
method using support vector machine (SVM). Section 6
proposes a noise-reduction method using a Bayesian
network. Section 7 outlines our experimental evaluations.
Finally, Section 8 summarizes our paper and describes
future work.
2. Related Works
2.1. General product features
Anomaly detection systems have been used widely in the
security field. A representative application is a system for
detecting an intruder. These systems [2][3] can alert a
security company after detecting the intruder, using motion
sensors and lead switches on window doors or entrance
doors.
One system [4] simply notifies senior citizens two
times a day when it is time for them to drink a cup of tea.
Other systems [5][6] can analyze behavior patterns using
motion sensors and send emergency reports. Another
group of systems [7][8][9] applies RFID units and sensors
to analyze behavior patterns in order to send notifications
of abnormal events as a whistle-blower system. Yet
another approach is based on systems [10][11][12][13]
using wearable sensors that can monitor temperature with
thermometers.
Video cameras have been used in some systems
[14][15][16] for detecting abnormal behavior.
The above works raise a variety of problems:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Wearable sensors increase the cognitive burden on
users.
They require huge computational power to process
videos.
Their main purpose is to alert rather than to watch/see.
The visibility of their activity logs is not sophisticated.

2.2. Research on anomaly detection
Anomaly detection refers to the problem of finding
patterns in data that do not conform to expected behavior
[17]. These nonconforming patterns Flexible WSNs aims
easy installation with noise reduce method for elderly
people care are often referred to as anomalies, outliers,
discordant observations, exceptions, aberrations, surprises,
peculiarities or contaminants in different application
domains [18]. Of these, anomalies and outliers are the two
terms used most commonly, sometimes interchangeably, in
the context of anomaly detection. Anomaly detection
finds extensive use in a wide variety of applications such
as fraud detection for credit cards, insurance or health care,
intrusion detection for cyber-security, fault detection in
safety- critical systems, and military surveillance of enemy
activities. Anomaly detection is important because
anomalies in data translate to significant and often critical
actionable information in a wide variety of application
domains. For example, an anomalous traffic pattern in a
computer network could mean that a hacked computer is
sending out sensitive data to an unauthorized destination
[19]. An anomalous MRI image may indicate the presence
of malignant tumors [20]. Anomalous readings from a
spacecraft sensor could signify a fault in some component
of the spacecraft [21]. Over time, a variety of anomaly
detection techniques have been developed in several
research communities. Many of these techniques have
been specifically developed for certain application
domains, while others are more generic.
In addition, the importance of data analysis has been
increasing in the field of wireless sensor networks [22]
[23]. Sensor data collected from various wireless sensors
have
special
features.

Generally they are expensive to install.
They require separate communication cables.
Their video cameras are viewed as too invasive of
one’s privacy.
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33.

Prelimina
ary Experimeentation abou
ut an Elderlly
Care Supp
port System

We seelected inexpennsive parts and equipments for realize
this exxperiment. Thhey are availabble at the com
mmon retail
stores .

33.1. The overviiew of our systtem
•
O
Our research aims
a
to develop
p a system forr easy operatio
on
aand easy installlation. Because we conducteed a cooperativ
ve
rresearch with the
t Niihama medical
m
Coop as
a a preliminarry
ttest in Japan. In this reseaarch, we cou
uld identify th
he
pproblem in wh
hich system developer needs to know in th
he
rreal world. Wee conducted a research with the cooperatio
on
oof the Niihamaa Medical Co-op in Japan. Niihama
N
Mediaal
C
Co-op was consistently opeerates a large clinic, a grou
up
hhome, a day care, and a day
y service. It iss a few medicaal
iinstitutions in Japan which gives home health
h
care an
nd
m
medical care th
hroughout. Gen
nerally medial institutions arre
ddivided medicaal services and home health
h care services.
T
Therefore the burden
b
on useer is big the Niihama Medicaal
C
Co-op. was in
ntegrating medical and hom
me health carre
sservices. The Japanese go
overnment go
ot the medicaal
iinstitutions to decrease the number of beds
b
for senio
or
ccitizens because of mainly the budget, and
a
switch th
he
ppolicy toward to
t home health
h care.
•

•

•

•
•

Usually caare workers viisit an elderly
y person once a
week. It depends on the policy or situaation. Howeveer,
at least th
he sensors must
m
work witthin one weeek
without an
ny on-site main
ntenances.
The showeer and bath tim
mes are most daangerous perio
od
where an senior
s
person collapses
c
becau
use of the largeer
difference on temperatu
ures. It is req
quired to sensse
these situaation carefully and
a correctly.
Sensing beefore entering and after exitin
ng the restroom
m
is required
d because Japaanese restroom
m usually do no
ot
have air co
onditioner.
Detecting abnormal actio
ons must be dettected.
It required
d to sense as many actions as possible by
b
fewer senssors.

W
We developed a system to satisfy the abov
ve requirementts
aas much as possible. Wee conducted a preliminarry
eexperiment witth the medical institution.

•

•
•
•

M
Motion sensor: AT Watch IR Mini
A presence senssor using infrarred USB conneectivity
U
USB Extender: net.USB devicce server ɹ
T
This is extendeed by convertiing USB signaals into IP
paackets up to 500 m product
W
WiFi Router
A wireless LAN
N router with nnet.USB Devicee
3G
G Communicaate device:
A portable 3G W
Wifi with the eethernet terminal
C
Client PC: Asuss EeePC X01H
H
T
This is one of thhe inexpensivee PCs.

Layingg power annd LAN caables allows wireless
comm
munication betw
ween the sensor and the clientt
PC. T
The connectionn to the cliennt PC and thhe wireless
conneection must bee hidden for dementia pattients who
cannoot easily accesss the client PC. The maximum
m length of
the U
USB cable is 5 m with the device net.US
SB server.
That’ss a net of a sennsor number oof minutes whoo are using
the US
SB server deviice. Our prototyype system connfiguration
diagraam is shown inn Figure 1.

Figure 1: System configuuration diagram

3.2. A
Actual installattion example
This ssection indicatees an installatiion example inn the home
of a senior citizeen living alonne. Except fo
for special
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ccircumstances, the sensors are
a installed in
n the followin
ng
pplaces:



D
Data collection period: 2012/003/01 to 2012/003/31

The obbtained data arre shown in Figg. 3.
•
•

•

Entrance: this is for sensing peop
ple entering or
o
leaving
Bathroom:: this is forr accurate sensing of th
he
temperaturre difference between the batth and the livin
ng
room
Lavatory: For sensing
g the numb
ber of boweel
movementts and safe retu
urn from using the toilet

A
An example off a standard installation is sho
own in Figure2.

Fiigure 3: Data off User a

W
We recognized the activities from the data gathered
from tthe toilet, a dreessing room, annd the door-sensing side.
It becaame easy to fiigure out whethher to go out bby sending
the seensor working information aas data. When we export
the beehavioral dataa log in a .csvv format, caregivers can
view iit on web pagees.
W
We got good feeedback about this method ffor nursing
care.

Figure 2: Stand
dard installation

We conduccted field surveys to determine the length of
o
tthe ethernet an
nd power cablees beforehand. Residents witth
ddisability with
hout ethernet cable
c
are layin
ng the ”kamoii”
((under the ceeiling) and att some high positions. We
W
ddetermined thee sensor positiion in advancee by measurin
ng
tthe cable length
h. For examplee,
A
After surveying
g the cable len
ngths, we determ
mined the cablle
llength as 150 m and installled the cables into the fou
ur
hhomes. Also because the net.USB deviice server thaat
ssupplies voltag
ge to the USB
B device serv
ver has DC12V
V
ooutput rather than
t
an AC po
ower adapter, we made a DC
C
pplug-in for pow
wer lines by solldering the cab
ble length.
33.3. Experimen
ntal data by the test demonsttration
T
The follows aree the experimental data:
 Installation
n: four homes

3.4. K
Knowledge obbtained
eexperiment

through

this

prreliminary

In Jappanese usual hhouses, laying the power annd ethernet
cabless was very diffficult. Because we had to
we focused onn the sensor’ss mounting
ensuree the supply, w
positioon. Many com
mmercial produccts are saying tthis is very
simplee. However, we experieenced many problems,
includding when tthe client appplication unexpectedly
stoppeed writing or the settings were changedd, and the
settinggs of the PC
C power manaagement progrrams were
doubleed. Therefore,, we reduced the cost by combining
comm
mercial produucts but we also fouund some
disadvvantages. Deespite operatiing under tthe same
situatiions, one out oof the four clieent PC installattions often
stoppeed. We also aadopted a standdard blue etheernet cable
for thhe elderly. Suuch bright andd flashy sightts are too
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pprominent forr the elderly
y and the partially visiblly
iimpaired. The same thing stands out fo
or the installeed
ssensor units att the low posittions from a silver
s
aluminum
m
gground. We also need to con
nsider environ
nmental changees
iin seniors with
h dementia. Fo
or example, wearable
w
sensorrs
aare stressful forr them. We sho
ould also pointted out that theey
hhave only low PC
P operation skills
s
for browssing the data.
44.

using other courses even if you caannot use a couurse, in the
mesh type networkk. It is shownn in figure4 foor a mesh
netwoork of Zigbee.

Wireless Sensor
S
Networrk for Easy In
nstallation

44.1. Reason for selection and
d feature of Zig
igbee
W
We selected th
he most suitab
ble in the actu
ual transmissio
on
sstandards becau
use it should be
b wireless. Th
he follows is th
he
aactual transmisssion standards, it is shown th
he future.
•

•

•

•

Wireless LAN
L
• The daata traffic is ov
ver specificatio
on for the senso
or
netwo
ork.
• Much power consum
mption
• Peer to
o peer commun
nication
• The un
nit cost is low for the widely available.
Bluetooth
• On some level of power consumptiion
• Peer to
o peer commun
nication
• The un
nit cost is low for the widely available.
ANT+
• The daata traffic is su
uitable for the sensor
s
network
k.
• Low power
p
consump
ption
• The un
nit cost is expeensive for the fewer
f
availablee.
Zigbee
• Data traffic
t
is suitab
ble for the senso
or network.
• Ultra low
l power con
nsumption
• A messh network can
n be built by seetting needless
• The un
nit cost is low for the widely available.

W
We select Zigb
bee in consideraation of the abo
ove.
T
The most uniq
que points of Zigbee is thatt it is ultra-low
w
ppower consump
ption and it caan built easily for a mesh typ
pe
nnetwork. Speciifically, the beh
havior of 6 mo
onths is possiblle
w
with only the
t
battery type CR203
32. When a
ccommunication
n command is taken out from
m the unit A to
t
tthe unit B, you
y
can seleect a single course in th
he
cconventional sttandard. But yo
ou can be data communicatio
on

Figure 4: Mesh networrk of Zigbee

A mesh networkk of Zigbee. Innstalled Zigbeee has a
repeatter function, soo that you can ooperate as a reppeater by
settingg Zigbee in thee middle point in the case of sshort of
comm
munication distaance. It is the ooptimal as a sennsor
netwoork because youu can use thesee features withoout special
installlation. Moreovver some Zigbeee have a progrram area
alone,, you can mounnt the sensor w
which easy calculation is
attachhed although ricch calculation can’t be perforrmed.
4.2. Sy
System outline
We haave developed a sensor netw
work that can bbe installed
easily by anyonee. We selectted the most suitable
transm
mission standarrds because it should be wirreless. The
most unique featurees of Zigbee aare that it hass ultra-low
powerr consumption and it can bee built easily foor a meshtype nnetwork. Speciifically, Zigbeee-based modulles operate
six moonths using onnly one type-C
CR2032 batteryy. When a
comm
munication com
mmand is sent from unit A too unit B, it
can seelect a single rooute from A too B. Moreover, any route
can bbe selected foor data comm
munication in the mesh
netwoork of Zigbeee. Thereforee, these strenngths are
leveraaged to give tthe users the aabilities to esttablish the
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nnetwork by sim
mply placing un
nits appropriattely and to view
w
tthe sensing resu
ults on a web page.
p
This sectiion gives an overview of the developeed
ssystem (Figuree 5) and desccribes how thee web interfacce
iimplements thee following fun
nctions.
•
•
•

Sensing tim
me
Device ID (Zigbee 64-bitt address)
Sensor batttery voltage

Web interface
4.3. W
Descri
ribes the web innterface develooped in this secction. In a
web ppage that impleements the folloowing functionns.
•
•
•
•

S ensing time
D
Device ID(Zigbbee 64 bit addreess)
S ensor location
S ensing informaation for each rroom

Annd that the servver applicationn development by Ruby,
to upddate the inform
mation every 300 seconds. Currrently have
implem
mented the abiility to monitorr the battery vooltage of
the sennsor unit.
W
We show web innterface in figuure 7.

Figure 5: Systeem configuration
n

W
We have also designed the system
s
to havee inconspicuou
us
hhousing. Thereefore, it was constructed
c
ass a small cubee,
w
with the senso
or position offs
fset from the cube’s
c
center to
t
ppermit easy adjjustment of thee sensor after installation.
i
Th
he
eedge is 75 mm
m, depending on
n the size of th
he circuit boarrd
aand battery, an
nd we are targeeting further miiniaturization in
i
tthe future. The housing and in
nternal compon
nents are show
wn
iin Figure 6.

F
Figure 7: Web intterface

4.4. D
Design of housiing
We hhave also deesigned for inconspicuouss housing.
Therefore, it was sm
mall cube. Alsoo offset to sensor position
by cuube center. Beecause can be adjust sensor by install
surfacce. That angle aand 75mm deppending on the size of the
circuitt board and baattery, and in thhe future has sset a target
of
ffurther
miniaaturization.
Figurre 6: Housing an
nd internal compo
onents
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5.

Anomaly Detection using SVM
Transforming data to SVM format

Defining Anomalies
An important aspect of any anomaly detection technique is
the nature of the anomaly under focus. Anomalies can be
classified into three main categories[17]. First, if an
individual data instance can be considered anomalous with
respect to the rest of the data, then this instance is termed a
point anomaly. This is the simplest type of anomaly, and it
is the focus of a majority of the research on anomaly
detection. Second, Contextual Anomalies exist when a data
instance is anomalous in a specific context. The notion of
context is determined by the structure of the dataset, and
this has to be specified as a part of the problem
formulation. Each data instance is defined using
Contextual attributes and Behavioral attributes. The
choice of applying a contextual anomaly detection
technique is determined by the meaningfulness of the
contextual anomalies in the target application domain. The
third technique is based on Collective Anomalies. In this
technique, a collection of related data instances is
anomalous with respect to the entire data set. The
individual data instances in a collective anomaly may not
be anomalies in themselves, but their occurrence together
in a collection is anomalous.
In this research we perform anomaly detection using a
contextual anomaly technique that is common to the
domain of elderly care and anomaly detection in a
laboratory. This allows us to detect unusual activities in
different times of a life. We evaluate anomaly detection
techniques using real data obtained with a prototype sensor
network, and the obtained sensing data are shown in Table
1.
Table 1: Example of actual sensing data
Device ID
40981d4f
40981d4f
40981d4f
40981d4f
40981d4f
40981d4f
40981d4f
40981d4f

Voltage
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8

Sensing Time
2012-08-20 15:49:17 +0900
2012-08-20 15:49:31 +0900
2012-08-20 15:49:32 +0900
2012-08-20 15:49:36 +0900
2012-08-20 15:49:38 +0900
2012-08-20 15:49:45 +0900
2012-08-20 15:49:46 +0900
2012-08-20 15:49:47 +0900

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) provide a useful
technique for data classification. Although SVM is
considered easier to use than Neural Networks, users not
familiar with it often get unsatisfactory results at first[24].
SVM requires that each data instance be represented as a
vector of real numbers. Hence, if there are categorical
attributes, we first have to convert them into numeric data.
Therefore, we converted the dataset as follows:
•
•
•
•

Data label
Hour of sensing data
Minute of sensing data
Second of sensing data

We converted each line in the above datasets, and did
this, furthermore, at the time of the experiment. In
addition, in the experiment performed on the training data,
the training data were labeled ”+1” if a positive example
and ”-1” if a negative example. Consequently, SVM
recognized class as abnormal and normal classes.
Parameter Tuning for SVM
SVM is a useful technique for data classification, with
successful applications in different fields such as
bioinformatics, image segmentation, and data mining. A
key problem with these methods is how to choose the
optimal kernel and how to optimize its parameters in the
learning process of SVM[25].
The objective of this study is to propose a genetic
algorithm approach for parameter optimization to solve
this problem. Using a grid search algorithm is a common
technique for SVM parameter setting. However, this
method suffers from various limitations such as being
time-consuming and not performing well.
Dealing with imbalanced data
SVM has been extensively studied, and it has shown
remarkable success in many applications. However, the
success of SVM is very limited when it is applied to the
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pproblem of learrning from imb
balanced dataseets in which th
he
nnegative instan
nces heavily ou
ut-number the positive
p
iinstances (e.g. in gene profilin
ng and detectin
ng credit card
ffraud) [26]. In this research, we
w investigate the factors
bbehind this faillure and explain
n why the com
mmon strategy
oof undersampliing the training
g data may not be the best
cchoice for SVM
M. We then pro
opose an algoriithm for
oovercoming thiis problem thatt is based on a variant of the
S
SMOTE algorithm [27].
66.

Bayesian Network ba
ased Method for Reducin
ng
Noise-data
a

Whilee installing the sensor units inn our room, wee collected
the seensed data foor performing anomaly dettection by
sensinng actual data. The sensor unnits have been positioned
in acccordance with the flow linees of students. Figure 8
showss the layout of Room-A.
Room
m-A is dividedd into two mainn areas, and thee flow line
is illuustrated as the path toward thhe entrance from a desk.
Senssors are arrangeed at right angles to the flow line, and
sincce it is about 5 m, sensing of the entire labooratory is
possiible. For simpllicity, the desiggn of Room-A is similar
to that of a typical business or household.
6.2. N
Node-causing ssettings

66.1. Experimen
ntal environmeent
F
For the SVM used
u
in anomaaly detection proposed
p
in thiis
sstudy, classificcation is perfformed to set the boundary
yssupervised learrning. When a data instancce is labeled so
s
tthat it can be ussed with the SV
VM in
S
Section5, the sensor
s
data acttually obtained
d falls into onlly
ttwo classes: no
ormal and abno
ormal classes. Included in th
he
ddataset are succh factors as noise and fau
ulty data due to
t
ssensing malfun
nctions of the sensor unit, whiich are caused

F
Figure 8: Room-A layout diagram
m of sensor unitts

We seet to nodes A,, B and C thee detection rannges of the
sensorrs a, b and c in Room-A. As a result, w
we built a
modell of movementt using four noodes (Outside,, A, B and
C). Inn considering m
moving and thee outside, this model has
made it possible too move to C from B andd from A.
Howeever, one must go through thee doorway to eexit outside
of A. When we set B to outside, it is impossiblle to move
outsidde from C.
F igure 9 shows the flow linne model usinng realistic
data.

Figure 9: Flow model in Room-A

bby changes in
n the external environment. Here, noise is
i
llowered but so is prediction accuracy,
a
which in turn lowerrs
m
measurement accuracy. Th
herefore, as a technique to
t
iimprove prediction accuracy
y, we proposee a method of
o
nnoise removal using
u
a Bayesiian network.

A Bayyesian networkk is used to buuild a stochasttic variable
that ccauses the movvement of thee sensor in thee detection
range of sensor b froom sensor a (e..g.,
AB, A
AC...).
N
Next, we descrribe how to sset the probabbility of a
random
m variable thaat will cause thhe node. We aalso set the
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ccount probabillity of a sequeence of sensorr data acquireed
ccontinuously within
w
a certaiin time. In thiis research, thiis
pperiod of time is set to 1 min
nute. The transiition probabilitty
iis obtained by counting the sequence of sensor data. Th
he
rresults of coun
nting the senso
or sequence an
nd the transitio
on
pprobability datta using the prrototype system
m are shown in
i
T
Table2.
Table
T
2: Transiition probabilitty
R
Row of sensor dataa
aa
ab
ac
ad
ba
bb
bc
bd
ca
cb
cc
cd
da
db
dc

Number of cou
unts
3836
1421
2658
97
1393
7500
9811
292
2696
9774
1568
369
87
301
370

Transition probability
0.4
4787818
0.177359
0.3
3317524
0.0
0121068
0.0
0733312
0.39482
0
0.5
5164772
0.0
0153717
0.0
0945169
0.3
3426588
50.5498878
0.0
0129365
0.1
1147757
0.3
3970976
0.4
4881266

The reesulting valuess of stationary sstochastic are sshown
Table 3.
Tablee 3: Stationary stochastic
π1
π2
π3
π4

0.138121243
0.3311844645
0.5047255888
0.0259688225

We caalculated the prrobability of eaach move by inntegrating
the traansition probabbilities and wheere the steady--state
probabbility was calculated to occurr. Table 4 show
ws the
calcullated probabilitty of occurrencce of each movvement.
The prrobability of m
moving Bd, Cd using the geneerated
noise model was sett to an impossibble move, as deefined in
Figuree 9.
Table 4: Probabilities oof cause node

PP(DA)
PP(AA)
PP(AB)
PP(AC)
PP(BB)
PP(BC)
PP(CC)
P(N
NOISE)

W
We next conveert from Table2
2 (Transition prrobability) to a
m
matrix. Formulla (1) shows the definition off the transition
pprobability mattrix.
Thee
tran
ns
ition
n
prob
b
abilli
tty matrix calcu
ulated from
ssensor data is shown
s
in Formula (2).

T
The stationary stochastic can be calculated by
b using its
ddefinition in Fo
ormula4.

0.00
046527
0.06
661299
0.04
487832
0.09
935272
0.13
307583
0.34
439981
0.27
775426
0.03
346079

6.2.1. Set of effect-noodes
We bbuilt a Bayesiian network bby a stochastiic variable
sequennce of sensor data generateed continuouslyy within a
certainn time Nexxt, we calcuulated the cconditional
probabbility by
\ , ∈
, ∈
.
W
We performed the sampling of a sensor ssequenc by
movinng 100 times iin the actual rroom. We the calculated
the cconfidence facctor of each node cause from the
samplling results, andd these confideence factors are shown in
Table55.
A high degree of confidencce was identiffied as the
bold-ttype items in Table 5, wheere the variablle was the
probabbility of eachh resulting nodde being obseerved. The
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ssequence of sen
nsor data, whicch is assumed to be caused by
b
nnoise from the results, is bd ,cd
, ,d b,d . Thee SVM analysiis
iis also assumed to be caused
d by noise from
m these results.

Next, the predictionn accuracy waas compared bbefore and
after rremoval of the sensor data.

Tab
ble 5: Confiden
nce factors of ccaused nodes
P(NOISE
EjX)
P(dAjX
X)
P(AAjX
X)
P(ABjX
X)
P(ACjX
X)
P(BBjX
X)
P(BCjX
X)
P(CCjX
X)

77.

aa
0.021
0.008
0.742
0.116
0.221
0.08
0.225
0.177

ab
b
0.02
21
0.00
03
0.0
04
1
0.05
57
0.0
08
0.22
26
0.17
78

ac
0.02
0.003
0.039
0.029
1
0.079
0.224
0.177

ad
0.021
1
0.427
7
0.305
5
7
0.127
0.243
3
0.08
8
0.226
6
0.178
8

ba
0.021
0.003
0.04
1
0.057
0.08
0.226
0.178

bb
0.02
0.003
0.039
0.066
0.055
0.677
0.465
0.174

bc
0.02
0.003
0.038
0.028
0.054
0.076
1
0.17

bd
0.554
0.003
0.039
0.059
0.056
0.237
0.42
0.176

ca
0.02
0.003
0.039
0.029
1
0.079
0.224
0.177

cb
0.02
0.003
0.038
0.028
0.054
0.076
1
0.17

cc
0.02
0.003
0.038
0.028
0.092
0.077
0.349
0.829

cd
0.448
0.003
0.039
0.029
0.101
0.078
0.38
0.434

da
00.021
00.427
00.305
00.127
00.243
00.08
00.226
00.178

db
0.665
0.003
0.039
0.065
0.056
0.079
0.461
0.176

ddc
0.6643
0.0003
0.0039
0.0029
0.1122
0.0079
0.4453
0.1176

netwoork, we manuually labeled the data. Thee SMOTE
algoritthm [27]was then appliedd to the trainning data,
follow
wed by labelingg.

Experimental Evaluatio
ons

77.1. Experimen
ntal setting
IIn this researrch, the evalu
uation index of the anomaal
ddetection metho
ods was obtain
ned using the value
v
of
F and the preccision and recaall rates as welll as the correcct
aanswers when classifying thee data that hav
ve been labeleed
aas class anomalies in the train
ning data.
C
Calculated by Formula
F
5 as the
t correct ratee, the value of F
iis then calcullated by Form
mula (6) as the (Precision
n)
ccompliance ratte. After calcu
ulating the req
quired Formulla
((7), the equatiion of Formulla (8) is calcu
ulated using th
he
vvalues of each
h recall. The co
ompliance ratee represents th
he
aaccuracy of th
he data instan
nces that werre classified as
a
aabnormal classs, or that havee been correcttly classified as
a
ssignificantly ab
bnormal class. Recall represeents whether an
a
iinstance can be
b completely classified as abnormal classs
bbased on the data anomaliies that are in
ncluded in th
he
ttraining data.
77.2. Evaluation
n of noise redu
uction by Bayeesian network
A method of noise
n
removal using a Bayesian network is
i
pproposed in th
his study. Afteer labeling thee data manuallly
ffrom the sensorr system, the SMOTE
S
algoritthm was applieed
tto data before noise reduction. This was do
one to learn th
he
ddata for labelin
ng. Then, after removing the sensor data thaat
hhave been esttimated as no
oise caused by
y the Bayesiaan

B
By implementiing a five-fold cross-validdation and
param
meter adjustm
ment and then compaaring the
classiffication accuraacy, we could sshow the effecttiveness of
the prroposed methood. Table 6 shhows the classs accuracy
rate oof abnormality due to the annomaly detectioon method
used bbefore reducinng noise, as well as the preccision rate,
recall rate, and F-meeasure.
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Table 6: Evaluation of each kernel function before noise
reduction
Kernel
Linear
Polynomial
RBF
Sigmoid

Accuracy rate
0.983
0.991
0.992
0.979

Precision rate
0.983
0.998
0.993
0.979

Recall rate
0.984
0.984
0.992
0.98

F-measure
0.983
0.991
0.992
0.979

Table 7 shows the accuracy rate of the abnormal-class
anomaly detection method by using data that have been
subjected to noise reduction, compliance rate, recall rate,
and F-measure.
Table 7: Evaluation of each kernel function after noise
reduction
Kernel
Linear
Polynomial
RBF
Sigmoid

Accuracy rate
0.987
0.994
0.99
0.984

Precision rate
0.983
0.997
0.989
0.978

Recall rate
0.991
0.991
0.991
0.99

F-measure
0.987
0.994
0.99
0.984

Table 6 shows the evaluation results obtained before noise
reduction and Table 7 shows those obtained after noise
reduction.
As a result of noise removal, the kernel of prediction
accuracy has been improved, aside from the RBF kernel.
Prediction accuracy is also improved by noise removal,
from these results. In addition, accuracy is worse for a
learning model using the RBF kernel results from noise
removal. This is because during noise removal, some
accidentally erased data involved the support vector
classification boundaries used for creating a high degree of
accuracy. In order to prevent the erasure of data in the
future, noise refinement will be increased from column to
column, with two or three sensors of the random variable
node result of the Bayesian network used when reducing
noise. Moreover, to improve the accuracy of estimation,
noise caused by making the node multi-level needs to be
further reduced.
From the results of experiments carried out in this
paper, we were able to evaluate anomaly detection
methods by analyzing the sensor data using SVM. In this
paper, data analysis applying the SMOTE abnormalitydetection algorithm obtained better results in comparison
with other kernel functions. In addition, prediction
accuracy is improved by identifying the sequence of sensor

data that is estimated to be noise caused by the Bayesian
network used to remove them. Our results showed that the
proposed method is effective for noise removal.
8.

Summary

In this paper, we proposed a method that could easily
perform anomaly detection of a sensor network. We
showed that the ”abnormal activity in the context of a
different time zone from the normal” could be detected by
the proposed method. Next, we identified by experiment
the sequence of datasets of sensor data that are estimated
to be noise by the Bayesian network constructed, except
for the sensor data before noise reduction. In evaluating
classification using the port, the polynominal kernel was
found to obtain the optimal result. This shows
improvement in prediction accuracy by eliminating noise
from the result. Further refinement can be achieved by
increasing the sensor column by three sensors with two
random variables of the node in future results of the
Bayesian network. Furthermore, by using a multi-stage
node to improve the accuracy of estimation noise, an even
greater amount of noise can be removed.
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